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Risk Disclosure and Important Notice
1. CLD and SDS (below as “The above products”) are an unlisted structured investment product involving 

derivatives. 
2. The above products are not a protected deposit and is not protected by the Deposit Protection Scheme 

in Hong Kong. They are covered by the Investor Compensation Fund, not equivalent to nor should they 
be treated as a substitute for fixed deposit. Investment in the above products are not the same as 
buying the Linked Currency directly. The above products are not backed by any collateral, thus you have 
no right to realize collateral and cannot gain any priority to the entire collateral realization proceeds. 
The above products are subject to the credit and insolvency risks of the Bank itself, you could lose all of 
your investment. There is no liquid secondary market for the above product, the Bank has the right (but 
not the obligation) to terminate the above products early upon occurrence of certain events.

3. The principal protection feature of SDS is only applicable if this product is held to maturity.
4. Foreign currency-denominated transactions involve currency risks. Fluctuations in currency rates may 

result in significant losses in the amount invested in the event that the currency denomination of the 
transaction exchanges to another currency.

5. If the investment involves Renminbi, you should note that the value of Renminbi against other 
currencies fluctuates and will be affected by, amongst other things, the PRC’s government control. 
You should also note that Renminbi is currently not freely convertible and the offshore Renminbi 
exchange rate may deviate significantly from the onshore Renminbi exchange rate.

6. Investment involves risks. The investment decision is yours but you should not invest in the investment 
product unless the intermediary who sells it to you has explained to you that the product is suitable for 
you having regard to your financial situation, investment experience and investment objectives.

7. Investor should not invest solely based on this promotional material. You should carefully read the 
offering documentation for detailed product information and risk factors prior to making any 
investment decision. If you have any doubt, you should seek independent professional advice.

8. This promotional material is prepared by OCBC Wing Hang Bank, the contents have not been 
reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong.

What are Currency-linked Deposit and Structured Deposit (Currency Linked Target Rate)?
CLD and SDS are structured investment products with return depending on the performance of 
underlying currency pair.

Please refer to Risk Disclosure and Important Notice below for key risks.
Note: Please refer to the product offering documents for product details and risks. 

Currency-linked Deposit

No

Enhanced interest return

May convert to linked currency

7 days to 6 months

• Want to enhance potential interest 
return from the fluctuation of currency 
pair

• Are willing to receive the linked 
currency at a particular exchange rate

Structured Deposit 
(Currency Linked Target Rate)

Yes

Higher than general time deposit

Deposit currency

Generally 6 months to 1 year

• Want to earn higher interest 
return from fluctuation of 
currency pair than general 
time deposit

• Want to have principal protection

Principal Protection

Potential Interest Return

Currency received on maturity

Tenor

For customer who



Promotion Period: 
From 2 May to 30 June 2017 (both dates inclusive)

Specific Terms and Conditions
1. Eligible Customer
 (a) New customers who set up Currency-linked Deposit (“CLD”) and/or Structured Deposit (Currency 

Linked Target Rate) (“SDS”) account during the Promotion Period; or
 (b) Existing customers who have CLD or SDS account but have not placed any CLD or SDS with the 

Bank from 1 Feb 2017 to 30 Apr 2017 (both dates inclusive).
2. Privileges
 (a) Eligible customers will receive cash rebate calculated based on their total deposit amount of CLD 

and/or SDS placed during the Promotion Period.

 (b) If the eligible deposit is denominated in currencies other than HKD, the relevant deposit amount will 
be converted into HKD at such exchange rate on such day (after the Promotion Period) as the Bank 
deems appropriate in order to determine the amount of customers’ entitlement to cash rebate.

 (c) The cash rebate will be credited into eligible customer’s HKD designated account within 4 to 6 
weeks after the Promotion Period.

General Terms and Conditions
1. Promotion Period means 2 May 2017 to 30 June 2017 (both dates inclusive).
2. “Eligible deposit” means each such CLD or SDS which meets the minimum deposit amount and 

deposit tenor requirement as determined by the Bank from time to time. Please enquire with the staff 
of the Bank for more information.

3. “Bank” means OCBC Wing Hang Bank Limited.
4. “New customers” mean such eligible customers who (i) set up new CLD or SDS account through the 

Bank and (ii) have not cancelled any CLD or SDS account whether in his / her sole name or jointly with 
any third party with the Bank at any time during 6 months immediately preceding 2 May 2017.

5.  The above privileges are not transferable or assignable and cannot be exchanged for any other gifts.
6.  The above privileges are subject to the terms and conditions contained in this promotional material 

as well as prevailing regulatory requirements. Customers cannot enjoy the above privileges in 
conjunction with any other promotion offers of the Bank. For the avoidance of any doubt, the Bank 
reserves its right not to offer the above privileges at its sole and absolute discretion without giving 
any reason therefor.

7.  For each joint account, all the account holders of that joint account will collectively be considered as 
one single account holder of the joint account for the relevant promotional privilege. The Bank is 
entitled to deliver the relevant promotional privilege to any one of the account holders of that joint 
account as the Bank may deem fit at its sole and absolute discretion without giving any reason and 
such delivery shall conclusively be deemed to have been made to and received by all the account 
holders of that joint account.

8. The Bank has the right to suspend, amend, vary and/or terminate the above privileges and/or the 
Specific Terms and Conditions and/or the General Terms and Conditions herein or any part thereof 
from time to time and at any time without prior notice to or consent of any customer. The Bank’s 
decision and interpretation on all matters and/or disputes concerning or arising from the above 
privileges and/or the Specific Terms and Conditions and/or the General Terms and Conditions and/or 
other matters herein or any part thereof (including without limitation all or any definitions herein) 
shall be final, conclusive and binding on all customers.

9. The products and services mentioned above are subject to the respective terms and conditions 
applicable to them and customers shall be bound by the respective terms and conditions.

10. If there is any discrepancy between the English and the Chinese versions hereof, the English version 
shall prevail.

Customers of Currency-linked Deposit (“CLD”) and/or 
Structured Deposit (Currency Linked Target Rate) (“SDS”) 
can enjoy Cash Rebate up to HK$1,500.

Promotion
The cash rebate is calculated based on the total deposit amount 
of CLD and/or SDS placed during the Promotion Period:

Total deposit amount
(HKD Equivalent)

$200,000 to less than $500,000

$500,000 to less than $1,500,000

$1,500,000 to less than $3,000,000

$3,000,000 or above

Cash Rebate 
Amount (HKD)

$100

$300

$800

$1,500

Total deposit amount (HKD Equivalent) Cash Rebate Amount (HKD)

$200,000 to less than $500,000 $100

$500,000 to less than $1,500,000 $300

$1,500,000 to less than $3,000,000 $800

$3,000,000 or above $1,500
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